A critical review of the model fitting quality and parameter stability of equilibrium adsorption models.
We reviewed eight commonly used equilibrium adsorption models and examined their underlying assumptions, fitting qualities, and parameter stabilities. We compared several objective functions that have been applied to curve fitting analysis and a few statistics tests that have been performed to evaluate regression quality. The iteratively reweighted least squares algorithm was selected as the most suitable regression method for adsorption models in the presence of heteroscedasticity. The fraction of unexplained variance was selected to indicate the model fitting quality. Two sources of parameter instability were identified: residue instability and function instability. While the definition of the instability caused by residue is well established, we are the first to consider the instability caused by an adsorption model. The models discussed in this article can be applied to many surfactants, such as normal alcohols, polyglycol ethers, and sodium dodecyl sulfate at different salt concentrations. Our results show that both the model fitting quality and parameter instability increase with the number of parameters subject to curve fitting. For the Frumkin-type of reorientation model, the parameter instability can be as high as 25%. The high degree of instability in some complicated adsorption models may invalidate the estimated parameters. Therefore, additional measurements or simulations are required for complicated models to extract reliable model parameters.